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EWE Group – Energy supply for North West Germany
Numbers for 2020
Sales of EUR 5.6 billion
OEBIT of EUR 442,0 million
Average number of employees 9.140
Customers
1.4 million electricity, 0.7 million gas,
0.7 million telecommunication

Germany

Image: EWE AG
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Timeline for the introduction of hydrogen technologies
Basic strategy for the project development

Upstream

Domestic market

First import routes

Global market

Midstream

Conventional storage,
Transport via trailer

First single caverns
and pipelines

Integrated H2
infrastructure

Downstream

Industry, Mobility

Industry, Mobility,
Heat

Industry, Mobility, Heat,
Seasonal storage

2020
Image: EWE AG
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2025

2035

2045

The development of an integrated hydrogen economy
Renewable energies
On- and offshore capacity with
additional potential for deployment
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Initial pipeline grid
Connecting production, storage and
usage of hydrogen via pipelines.
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Sea and inland ports
Important logistic hubs with potential
for import of hydrogen
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Bilder: EWE AG / swb AG

Large scale storage facilities
Introducing flexibility to an energy
system based on renewables
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Market in industry sector
Usage of green hydrogen for industry
applications like steel production
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Market in transport sector
Usage of green hydrogen for heavy duty
and other transport applications
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The role of transport infrastructure
Transmission pipeline grid – H2 Backbone of European TSO

Images: Extending the Hydrogen Backbone, April 2021
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Northwest Europe for an initial pipeline grid
Perfect conditions to start the development of the H2-Backbone

Northwest Europe as starting point
• Transforming existing pipelines for the transport
of Hydrogen
• Initial pipeline grid HyPerLink by Gasunie

• Connecting the Netherlands, Lower-Saxony,
Bremen and Hamburg
Image: Extending the Hydrogen Backbone, April 2021
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Distribution grid for integrating customers
Connecting costumers and producers with distribution pipelines
Distribution network with high potential for hydrogen
• Customers with average and small demand can be
connected via the distribution network
• Enables cost reduction for transport and storage by
integrating customers in a large-scale hydrogen
infrastructure
• Repurposing of existing pipelines for the use of
hydrogen

Image: EWE NETZ
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Large-scale storage to enable flexibility
Northwest Europe with high potential for large-scale gas storage
Systemic approach by introducing large-scale hydrogen
storage
• Flexibility for production and usage of hydrogen with the
introduction of large-scale storage
• Germany and especially Northwest Germany has the
largest gas storage capacities in Europe
• A stepwise conversion to hydrogen storage is possible
• EWE Gas storage facilities are connected to a potential
start network for 2030
Gas storage facility
EWE gas storage
Visionary H2 network
Start network 2030
Image: FNB GAS, FNB GAS H2-Startnetz 2030, www.fnb-gas.de
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Enable potential of large-scale
hydrogen infrastructure
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Integrated approach over the complete value chain
EWE is active over the complete value chain
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Research Project HyCavMobil

HyBit – Hydrogen for steel

• Enabling hydrogen storage in salt
caverns
• Funded by the Federal Ministry of
Transport
• June 2019 to May 2022

• Decarbonization of the steel plant in
Bremen with partners swb and
ArcelorMittal
• Introduction of hydrogen in several
project steps over the next decade

Salt caverns for seasonal storage of hydrogen
can play a major role for the combination of
gas and electricity grids

Salt caverns for seasonal storage of hydrogen
can play a major role for the combination of
gas and electricity grids

HyWays For Future

Clean Hydrogen Coastline

• Introducing hydrogen in the
transport sector
• Funded by the Federal Ministry of
Transport with 20 Mio. Euro
• December 2019 to December 2023

• Integrated approach for holistic
market introduction of hydrogen
• Several partners over the complete
value chain
• Applied for IPCEI (2022 – 2026)

The north west region is one of three first
hydrogen regions for hydrogen In the
transport sector in Germany.

Deployment of up to 400MW for hydrogen
supply of transport and industry. Integrated
approach by considering infrastructure for
transport and storage.

Hydrogen storage in salt caverns
Flexibility for an integrated and renewable energy system
EWE GASSPEICHER GmbH
• 2 billion cubic metres of working gas
• 38 salt caverns for natural gas
• over 40 years of experience
EWE GASSPEICHER is one of the largest storage facility
operators in the European natural gas market.

Research Project HyCavMobil
• Enabling hydrogen storage in salt caverns
• Funded by the Federal Ministry of Transport
• Located in Rüdersdorf near Berlin
• Dec 2020 to May 2022
Salt caverns for seasonal storage of hydrogen can play a major
role for the combination of gas and electricity grids

Image: EWE AG
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IPCEI Clean Hydrogen Coastline
Integrated approach for a European hydrogen economy
➢

Create a hub, that will secure hydrogen
production capacities for an Intra-European
energy market with an electrolyser capacity
of up to 400 MW by 2026

➢

Development of a trans-european hydrogen
infrastructure for transport via pipelines and
storage in salt caverns

➢

Enable first markets for green hydrogen in
industry sector with the steel plant in
Bremen and in the transport sector with the
deployment of up to 12.000 Heavy Duty
vehicles by 2026

➢

Total investment in the technology of
around 1 Billion € by the end of 2026

➢

Suitable funding scheme and regulatory
framework is required

Image: EWE AG
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Summary
Transportation and storage infrastructure for a European Hydrogen Economy
▪

Enable large-scale transportation and storage infrastructure for hydrogen to achieve
significant cost reduction for hydrogen supply

▪

Introducing large-scale storage to gain flexibility for an energy system based on renewable
energy production

▪

Holistic approach over the complete value chain is crucial for the development of a European
Hydrogen Economy

▪

Suitable funding scheme and regulatory framework is still required

North-West Germany and EWE have the potential to be ready by 2025
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Thank you for your
attention.

Stefan Dohler, EWE AG
Tirpitzstrasse 39
26122 Oldenburg
Germany
www.ewe.de
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